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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：White Natural Stone Mosaic Wall Tiles Leaf Pattern Backsplash

Short Description: This is one of our popular stone

mosaic products, the whole tile is combined with long

picket shaped chips. Every tile is made by hand, and

the stone material is 100% from the nature to protect

your property value.

Model No.: WPM143

Pattern: Leaf

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Oriental White Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Our stone mosaics are not made from waste materials, most of them are cut from the

remaining particles after the slabs are cut into standard tiles. We have a strict selection

standard for the particles before manufacture, that those which have cracks or black dots

must not be reused, and we try our best to maintain the same color in one production batch.

This marble leaf mosaic tile is made of Oriental White Marble, which is a Chinese white

marble, people also call it Chinese Carrara Marble. Mosaic Carrara marble tiles are one of the
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most popular materials among all tiles, while the Oriental White Marble looks more

transparent on the surface than Carrara White Marble. Secondly, this leaf marble mosaic

product is made of long picket-shaped chips and combined into leaves and branches, unlike

the stick-on mosaic tiles, purely natural stone mosaic tile brings more true feelings to your

house.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: White Natural Stone Mosaic Wall Tiles Leaf Pattern Backsplash

Model No.: WPM143

Pattern: Leaf

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Oriental White Marble

Product Series

Model No.: WPM143

Color: White

Pattern: Long Picket Leaf

Model No.: WPM040

Color: White

Pattern: Waterjet Leaf

Product Application

The common application of this white natural stone mosaic wall tiles leaf pattern backsplash is for the

interior back-splash wall decoration, such as marble mosaic wall tile and stone mosaic tile backsplash in

the bathroom and kitchen.



This marble is transparent on the surface, if it is exposed to the sun for a long time, it may cause the

surface to fade, so it is best to install it indoors, and this leaf-shaped style is also more beautiful on the

baffle wall installed indoors.

FAQ

Q: What is marble mosaic tile?

A: Marble mosaic tile is a natural stone tile matted with various types of marble chips which are cut by

professional machines.

Q: What are the common colors of natural marble mosaic tiles?

A: White, black, beige, grey, and mixed colors.

Q: Could I know some details about your company's business?

A: Our Wanpo company is a marble and granite trading company, we mainly export finished and

semi-finished products to our clients, such as stone mosaic tiles, marble tiles, slabs, and marble big

slabs.

Q: As a trading company, what is your biggest advantage?

A: Our biggest advantage is a small order quantity and multiple goods resources.


